A model of a C nanotube is set up and solved self-consistently by numerical methods using the Thomas-Fermi statistical approach to treat the C 2s and 2p valence electrons. In the model presented here the C 4þ ions are 'smeared out' uniformly over the surface of an infinitely long cylinder of radius R t : Analytic forms of the self-consistent field are also presented far from the axis of the infinite tube, and well into its interior. q 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Background
Much interest, of course, has been raised by the synthesis of C nanotubes by Iijima [1] , and thus has resulted in numerous theoretical and experimental studies [2] and potential applications [3] . The present investigation has stemmed from quite recent studies of buckminsterfullerene using what has been termed the 'March model' [4] . In this model, stemming from the intial work on tetrahedral and octahedral molecules using the Thomas-Fermi statistical method [5] , the C p-electrons, one per atom in C 60 , were assumed to move in a neutralizing positive surface charge of 60e total charge, smeared uniformly over a buckyball 'sphere' [6] .
The present work uses a closely related model to calculate the C nanotube self-consistent field, but now with the cylindrical symmetry associated with an infinite tube.
Surface charge density in Thomas -Fermi model
The focus below is on the C 2s and 2p valence electrons, to be treated by the Thomas-Fermi theory of an inhomogeneous electron gas [7] . The C 4þ ions are, as already referred to, 'smeared out' uniformly over the surface of an infinitely long cylinder, of radius R t say. Assuming the customary linear relation between bond order and bond length d CC ; one obtains for the latter quantity in C hexagonal structures the result 
where r is the perpendicular distance from the axis of the nanotube. This non-linear second-order differential Eq. (7) has to be solved subject to the following physical boundary conditions
(ii) Electric field and electron density rðrÞ must approach zero as r ! 1; yielding ›Q ›r
(iii) Requirement of continuity across the cylindrical surface leads to
(iv) The electric field must suffer a discontinuity equal to 4p times the surface charge across the tube
where in conditions (10) and (11), Q 1 denotes the solution of Eq. (7) inside the nanotube, and Q 2 that outside. While the above conditions may seem to 'overdefine' the solution of the second-order differential Eq. (7), in fact they are all satified by the numerical solution to be presented in Section 4.
Numerical solution of the non-linear Thomas -Fermi Eq. (7)
The second-order differential Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
and these equations were solved simultaneously using the Fehlberg fourth-fifth order Runge -Kutta method. To avoid difficulties in the ð1=rÞ›Q=›r term near the origin a small rexpansion was used up to an arbitrarily small, but finite, value for r: For small r we then obtain (7), subject to the boundary conditions (8) - (11).
If now we perform a Taylor expansion around this solution, we get the following general asymptotic expression for the field
with F 1 an integration constant. The results set out above have been used to construct the self-consistent potential energy V sc ðrÞ shown in Fig. 1 , for a nanotube radius R t ¼ 3:4
A: This potential, while continuous at the surface of the nanotube, has a discontinuity in its first derivative, because of the electric field condition (11). The potential eventually tends to a constant value on the axis of the tube, while it approaches zero at large r as r 24 in accord with Eq. (15). The corresponding electron number density rðrÞ is plotted in Fig. 2 ; because of the 'local' character of the density-potential relation in the ThomasFermi Euler Eq. (4) the cusp in V sc ðrÞ evident in Fig. 1 , which is, of course, physically correct, is reflected in this semiclassical approximation as a cusp in rðrÞ; which will be smoothed out by the addition of the electron density gradient neglected in the Thomas -Fermi theory. Clearly, however, the valence electron distribution is highly localized around the surface of the C nanotube, which is an important conclusion from the present approach.
Summary and future directions
The main findings of the admittedly somewhat oversimplified surface charge model are the self-consistent potential V sc ðrÞ presented in Fig. 1 and the corresponding electron density rðrÞ in Fig. 2 plus the asymptotic analytical results in Eqs. (14), (15) and (16). Though, as mentioned inmediately above, the smeared out surface charge model is somewhat simplistic, we have, in fact tested the validity of the model by calculating the electrostatic field at any chosen ion from the other ions using their exact positions (within the 'zigzag' model). The radial component of the field was found to coincide almost exactly (within 1%) with the analytic result obtained from applying Gauss' law. We conclude by noting that a Kohn-Sham calculation using a similar model [8] gives overall agreement with the present semiclassical results.
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